
HOUSE IN ALOZAINA
Alozaina

REF# R4248238 – 725.000 €

3

Beds

3

Baths

259 m²

Built

25383 m²

Plot

Cortijo Style Finca . Surrounded by Olive Groves . Beautiful Mountain Views . A short drive to the village .
Inner Coutryard . Mediterrean Living . Gas Central Heating . 3 Bedrooms all with ensuite bathrooms Nestled
amidst the breathtaking landscapes of Andalucía, this enchanting cortijo offers a serene retreat with awe-
inspiring mountain views. Surrounded by the rugged beauty of the Andalusian countryside, the cortijo
seamlessly blends rustic charm with modern comfort. Property Details: Step through the sturdy wooden
door into a world of warmth and character. You are immediately wowed by the light filled rooms from the
glazed inner courtyard. The interior is a harmonious blend of authentic Spanish design and contemporary
amenities. Large french windows flood the living spaces with natural light, offering uninterrupted views of the
surrounding mountains and the inner courtyard is just very beautiful! The fully fitted kitchen has recently
been upgrade with central island and plenty of worksurface for the keen cook! A utility room is accessed
from the kitchen. All 3 bedrooms have the luxury of ensuite bathrooms. The master bedrooom also has the
added luxury of a walk-in wardrobe with the ensuite bathroom being elegantly appointed, combining
traditional elements with contemporary fixtures to create a spa-like retreat. French windows open from the
Bedroom 2 and 3 to the terraces and gardens that surround the property. There is also a cloakroom to the
left as you enter the property. Outside, a private terraces beckons you to soak in the Andalusian sun while
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enjoying panoramic views of the mountains. The cortijo is surrounded by Olive Groves filled with fragrant
herbs and wild flowers, creating a peaceful oasis where you can escape the hustle and bustle of everyday
life. Whether you choose to explore the nearby hiking trails or simply savor the tranquility of the mountains
from your private haven, this Andalusian cortijo promises an unforgettable escape into the heart of Spain's
natural beauty. Outdoor area and Land: Flat Land. Olive Groves. Gym and Jacuzzi Views: Country and
Mountain Access: Good
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